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Talk  

Children (doing analysis and evaluation by) becoming an audience 

Thank you for letting me present a paper at this the 12th international research college of theatre 
arts for children and young people in Subotica. 

My name is Pernille Welent Sørensen and I am a Ph.D. Fellow from Roskilde Universitet, 
Performance Design in Denmark. I submitted my thesis “Listening to children – children becoming 
an audience in performing arts for youth” back in July and I hope to hold my defense mid- 
November 2021.  Today I am back at Teatercentrum in Denmark, my Ph.D. co-financer and 
working place since 2012.  

Thanks to YOU, the audience, for being here. Listening to me. Listening is a good place to begin. 
Listening to one another, the other, to children. For me, listening is to be mobile, moveable, to be 
recreated, to receive, to be response-able in relation to many responses. And, buy the way, 
listening more than with ears and voices. Listening has many intersecting parts: You. Me. Our 
backgrounds and languages. The city and its September-ness. Sunny and rainy. The material 
subjects surrounding us; the building, things as chairs, coffee cups. The stories that we will tell 
over the next couple of days as our bodies become entangled in social and physical space.  

Here in this paper, I suggest that children, like adults, as audience are becomings, open-ended – by 
doing some re-tooling and re-thinking about the individual subject and agency – and by listening 
to the quantum physics Karen Barad and her thoughts of becoming of the world and how the 
methods that - we use – are shaping becoming – becoming an audience. As an experiment, as an 
entanglement, as an open-ended process…  

Listening to children is a part of my work. Listening again and again. Trying to twist and turn, and 
to stay with the trouble – not making “clean, cute and clear voices from children”, not talking 
about children’s agency as based in an individual subject, but as a complex listening to a becoming 
with…  

I think with a child-ethical-perspective responding on children imagining “what it is to be this?”, 
“how is this possible?”, “whose interests does it serve?”. A movement from children’s voices as 
authentic, true, and clear, to children (like adults by way) to a becoming with….  Becoming with a 
lot of relations; human relations as non-human relations. Becoming with the chosen methods and 
analytical approach, becoming with…, and entangled in, relations to other children, adults, the 
school…  

This paper emerged from my dissertation, and it is not as an individual affair, but as the 
researcher responding to 53 different children in the age of 6, 10 and 14, their teachers, 2 primary 
schools, 6 performances for youth visiting the schools during the year 2018-2019, different 
methods, some theory, a lot of drawings…etc. 

Rather than an ontology of separateness; where things, people, culture, environments, children, 
AND performances retain their individualized characteristics, this relational ontology focuses on 
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what Barad calls intra-activity – where humans and non-humans, space and time, subject and 
object, discourse and materiality, adult and child, all exist as mutually constituting forces.  

Instead of asking when or why children have agency as an audience, we might now ask: “How do 
children become a child audience in on-going intra-actions and relation with each other, things, 
the performance, the post-performance-workshop, the researcher…?” and how do children 
evaluate and analyze in an on-going intra-action with the methods we use and the ways we create 
around time and space?  

This drawing is from a post-performance-workshop with children from first grade in primary 
school, a 6 years old child. Lets have a look at the drawings and try to listen in to them. Not as one-
to-one but in a response-able way:  

The drawings are from a post-performance workshop "Where did you sit?" and gave me an insight 
into how many relationships are at stake around the audience. An opportunity to see the 
audience as something that is created with relationships, in between lights and doors, benches, 
children, actors, different materials, class time and folded time, in rooms that offer multiple 
creations.  

 

Lets have a look at Natasha's drawing: Her and her friend on the way into the scenography for 
“Ivalus' first song” and the two large black arrows hanging freely in the air. Natasha explains, “The 
arrows shows it was where it happened ”and even though she meant it was where she and Rose 
entered the performance that day in early spring 2018, it was where it happened, it was also 
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where we became the audience, right there? Between the door, following the light into to the 
scenography shaped as an igloo. But it is also a becoming with time as a performative force, it is a 
becoming in the method drawing, in my analysis and you listening to this now. 

The arrows are also a reminder to the time collapse, the folded time, that is in between. It was 
there it happened when Natasha and the whole class sat down with markers and paper and drew 
in the classroom after the performance, as a method to examine audience genres and it was what 
happens as an example on research material and its emerging. But also, a funny reminder, that 
becoming an audience is also something changing with time as a force. Not only in a linear way – 
with a before under and after the performance but also as a now and a now and a now entangled 
with a before and a becoming in the now. Like the arrows showing it´s here it happens, but also as 
it happened in the workshop and in an after talk, in my analysis of the drawings and so on … 

And, that was where it happened: That I started my descriptive sentence of Natasha drawing with 
"Her and her friend on their way into the scenography"… which connects to other researchers 
trying to do som retooling where ones eyes constantly drawn by the people in the picture, and 
how hard it is not to put humans at the center, and how easy it is to overlook the complex 
connections between humans and non-human forces that constitute one phenomenon: Becoming 
an audience  (see for example Hultman & Lenz Taguchi, 2010). 

And, that was where it happened and the black arrows reminding me drawing is both Singular and 
plural! The arrows from Natasha's drawing found their way to nearly all the other drawings in the 
classroom. There's something alluring and instructive about those arrows. Both in form and focus.  

I think the arrows are a possibility connected by the drawing and maybe also a reminder of the 
EXIT signs hanging over doors in cinemas, in sports halls and in a lot of other public buildings.  Like 
the word audience – singular and plural. Intra-active becoming both singular and plural.  

”I suggest, that agency lies, not in individual willful acts, but in the creative evolution made 
possible through openness to the other and to the – not-yet-to-known. The subject as-intra-active-
becoming is not locked down inside the striations of the already known. It is an emergent facet of 
being, its senses and its imagination are open to the expressive modalities of being. It’s being is 
ontologically connected to all Being. In poststructuralist thinking, creative evolution does not 
spring out of the brow of an individual thinker; it arises out of emergent Being, out of listing to the 
multiplicities of being, out of being open to becoming a place where thought happens. Thought is 
an act, a movement, not separable form Being, and not processed by one individual alone” 
(Davies, 2014a, p. 37).  

The drawings have changed along the way in the process of becoming drawings, their hands 
leading the markers have discovered that some lines became sharp edges - others soft lines. The 
drawings have opened for opportunities and limitations for drawing clean, what made the paper 
possible, the hands, between, the other drafters, the surface of the floor as a base. How the 
drawing slipped forward, and how others drew where they sat. How differences emerge in the 
drawing between the others and in itself, in its process. 
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Audience creations are not as such pre-existing and thus do not become alone created in 
children's experiences and experiences on drawings. The audience is created in mutual 
relationships. And, I'm also involved in these creations, with the workshop “where did you sit?", 
this paper, in this analysis, an offer, which forms complex human and non-human affiliations of 
the public in the school. 

Audience (can no longer) be understood as one fixed being. The audience is an effect that carries 
the history of the previous meetings, now in time and the potentials of the future meetings, that 
can take place. When we install our bodies together with the drawings, both in the moment but 
also in history and the future, together with others. Then we are one part of all the relational 
conditions that make up and becomes again and again. Audience bodies are materialized within 
constant creation(s) both within and outside what is perceived as a physical body. They are also 
created in drawings. And while we are evaluating and analysing in this very moment. Right now.  

Thank you for listening.  

 

 

 

 


